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Dear Friends of Little Sun,

Solar is becoming the world’s cheapest form of 

electricity! It has even started to outcompete fossil fuels, 

according to new data from Bloomberg New Energy 

Finance. For Little Sun – on a mission of defeating the 

kerosene monster since 2012 – this is fantastic news 

and an important step towards ‘solar energy for all’.

It’s been an eventful year with plenty of change for all 

of us – my family and I relocated to sunny Cape Town, 

where Little Sun South Africa launched this summer. It 

is amazing to see people everywhere putting our new 

Little Sun Charge to good use. We want everyone in 

the world to charge their phones with the sun! We hope 

you’ve got yours by now...

Our Year in Pictures features some of our favourite 

memories of 2016. Starting in Switzerland, Little 

Sun then travelled to refugees in Greece, met prime 

ministers and movie stars in Senegal and the US, 

starred in a documentary in Zimbabwe and made a big 

impression in Marrakesh, where Little Sun shone from 

the hands of environmental policy-makers at COP22. 

It was a great thrill to see Little Sun presented as a 

symbol of positive change for our world. And fi nally, in 

December, Ethiopia received a huge container full of 

Little Sun energy – 28,000 Little Suns, looking forward 

to spread light and happiness. In total, Little Sun has 

now distributed over 500.000 Little Sun Originals!

Thank you for being part of our journey, we look 

forward to dazzling you with even more solar in 2017! 

Stay tuned for our next family member, the Little Sun 

Diamond...

Yours, Frederik Ottesen
Founder of Little Sun



Little Sun’s

Global impact

508,148
Little Sun lamps sold worldwide

280.607
Little Sun lamps sold off-grid

1,224,850
lives changed off-grid

99,995
tonnes CO₂ emissions reduced

600+ 
African entrepeneurs joined

$55,137,283
saved on energy expenses in off-grid households
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Our impact to date



Art & Culture
This year saw our founder Olafur dubbed 

the (Little) Sun King with his summer 

exhibition at the Palace of Versailles with 

special edition Little Suns at the gift store. 

We were also soaking up the rays at the 

summer festivals with solar charging 

stations and our eternal Sunlight Graffiti.

Introduction
Thank you for joining us on another trip 

around the mighty sun we all share.  

We created this Year in Pictures to chronicle 

some of our favourite moments from our 

sun-circuit together in 2016. You can 

browse these moments by month, as well 

as by the themes dearest to our hearts.

Humanitarian
We responded with urgency, along with 

our stellar partners, to the worsening 

humanitarian crises across the world this 

year, bringing light and hope to refugees 

and IDPs in South Sudan, Greece and to 

those affected by disasters in Nepal and 

Boko Haram-ravaged Nigeria.

Business
We became a two-product business this 

year, launching Little Sun Charge in May. 

We learned that spreading solar energy to 

charge mobile phones is just as important 

as spreading solar light and hope that 

soon everyone around the world will start 

charging their phones with the sun!

Environmental
The world’s eyes were on Little Sun as world 

leaders and environmental change-makers 

shone their Little Suns brightly at COP22 in 

Marrakesh, as a symbol of positive change 

and hope for a better environment. It was 

the icing on the cake for a year of sharing 

sustainable energy with the world.

Education
We worked with some great 

partners to bring Little Sun light, 

energy and the initial stages of our 

education programs to classrooms 

across the world, including Ethiopia, 

Uganda, Rwanda as well as 

Germany and Europe. 
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Little Sun’s Themes



A glorious start to the year as Olafur is 

honoured with a Crystal Award in Davos, in 

no small part for his engagement with Little 

Sun. The award brought Little Sun into the 

spotlight at the World Economic Forum. Li
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January

Art & Culture

Olafur receiving the Crystal Award at the World 
Economic Forum in Davos, with his Little Sun 
Original and his Little Sun Charge.

Photo: World Economic Forum
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January
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Artist Ai Weiwei distributed 
much needed lamps to refugees 
on Lesvos Island, Greece.

Photos: Ai Weiwei
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January

Humanitarian
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Joan Halifax (founder, pictured above) set 
an aim to provide every villager in the Dolpo 
region with a Little Sun – for better health, 
safety and of course, happiness.

Photos: Cira Crowell and Kigaku Noah Rossetter

Nomad Clinic  
in Nepal

The Upaya Zen Center and the Nomads Clinic 
brought light and hope to Kathmandu, for 
those affected by the devastating earthquake, 
as well as to the Dolpo, a remote, off-grid 
region of the Himalayas.
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January

Environmental Humanitarian
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January

Photos: Cira Crowell and Kigaku Noah Rossetter

Environmental Humanitarian
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Marion, Nafi and the Senegal team presented 
Little Sun at the 2016 solar forum at the 

University Alioune Diop de Bambey
Felix at one of the largest trade 
fairs in the world, Ambiente.

Photo: Little SunPhoto: Little Sun

From a solar forum in Senegal, to Ambiente, 

Frankfurt, one of the largest trade fairs in 

the world, Little Sun’s February was all about 

showcasing the forthcoming Little Sun Charge 

to a global audience. Little Sun was also 

featured in a very special exhibition:  

a celebration of sun, energy and art by the 

children at the KinderKünsteZentrum. 

9

February

Business

Business

February



A bright start to the year as students 

of Berlin Kids International Kindergarten 

created a solar art exhibition called ‘Sun 

+ Energy + Art’, hosted by our partners 

KinderKünsteZentrum.

Students during the education workshops and 
creating their own solar exhibition called Sun + 
Energy + Art

Photo: Little Sun

Education
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February



Little Sun officially launched in Rwanda. Photo: SaferRwanda
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March

Business

March
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Small business owners are finally able to 
work more efficiently with Little Sun Charge, 
even during power cuts.

Refugees in Ugana receive Little Suns as part of 
our humanitarian aid program.

Photo: SaferRwanda (left and bottom right)

Photo: Father Mugisha Nestus (above and left)
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March

Business

Humanitarian

The lives of many refugees in Uganda and 

Rwanda were changed in March when 

they received Little Sun lamps as part of 

our humanitarian aid program with our 

partners UNESCO, UNHCR, Windle Trust 

Uganda and Plan International. It was a 

powerful beginning for Little Sun’s launch 

in Rwanda with partner SaferRwanda 

- bringing light to those who need it 

there most as well as providing local 

business opportunities and encouraging 

entrepreneurship. 
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Little Sun in the permanent collection at the Cooper 
Hewitt (Smithsonian Design) Museum in New York.

Photo: Matt Flynn
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April

We’re honoured that Little Sun Original was selected to be 

featured in the permanent collection of  one of the world’s leading 

design museums - the Cooper Hewitt (Smithsonian Design) 

Museum in New York. Our little yellow lamp featured in their 

exhibition, ‘Energising the Everyday.’

April
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Behind the scenes in rural Zimbabwe.

Photo: Little Sun
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April

BusinessEnvironmental

German public international broadcaster, 

Deutsche Welle travelled with us from 

Little Sun to shoot  with the amazing 

team from Alight Little Sun Zimbabwe. 

The result was one of the best TV features 

on Little Sun yet, highlighting how solar 

lamps can change lives in rural Zimbabwe.



Solar turns the world around!
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April

Photo: Little Sun
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Little Sun lamps distributed to female IDPs  
in the midst of crisis in South Sudan.

(Above) The Little Sun team at the World 
Humanitarian Summit in Istanbal.

Photos: Oxfam Photo: Little Sun

What a month! We became a two-product company 

with the official launch of Little Sun Charge, our much-

anticipated solar charger for mobile phones, cameras, 

MP3 players and more. We celebrated our new 

little brother, as well as the launch of our fresh new 

website. We also spread the word of our humanitarian 

work at the World Humanitarian Forum in Istanbul, 

including the urgent distribution of Little Sun lamps to 

female IDPs in the midst of crisis in South Sudan.
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May

Humanitarian Humanitarian

May



Little Sun travelled to the Venice Biennale 
to shine a light for solar change and drone 
delivery as part of the Norman Foster 
Foundation Droneport Project.

Photo: Dennis Chang (left) Hofmann (top)

Art & Culture
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May



The Little Sun Velotaxi tours Berlin Photo: Little Sun
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June

June
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Little Sun brought the sun to We Love Green festival in Paris 
with charging stations. Both Olafur and Felix took to the stage.

19

June

Art & Culture

Kicking off a solar-charged summer, 

the (Little) Sun King, Olafur Eliasson, 

took over the Palace of Versailles 

with special edition Little Suns 

available. Little Sun Charge was a 

welcome addition in the sunroofs of 

Velotaxis all over Berlin: passengers 

could charge their phones with solar 

while they enjoyed the ride.

Photos: Little Sun
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Fun in the sun: our Sunlight Graffiti made  
a comeback at Sónar in Barcelona.

Photo: Little Sun

Art & Culture

June

20
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Little Sun visiting Olafur’s exhibition 
at Versailles  palace and gardens.

Photo: Little Sun
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June

Art & Culture



South Africa was centre stage in July 

with our co-founder Frederik and his 

family making the move to Cape Town 

and Little Sun officially launching there 

thanks to the hard work of Susanne and 

Kamo. Meanwhile in Zambia, the Natural 

Light lamps we developed last year with 

Velux, began dramatically changing lives 

in the classroom, the delivery room, on 

farms and in orphanages. 
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Art & Culture

Little Sun Charges soaking up the sun at exchange 
red artists x art exhibition in Senegal.  

Photo: Tom Leather
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July
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The Natural Light lamps developed with Velux start 
making their way to the lives of people in Zambia.

Photos: René Løkkegaard Jepsen

Education

23

July

Business



Celebrating vibrant Johannesburg with 
the launch of Little Sun South Africa.

Photo: Little Sun South Africa (Thabo)
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July
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Where else but Corsica could you ride a horse 
to a pop-up store and pick up a Little Sun?

Photos: André Beretti
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July

Business

This summer, there was a very special 

Little Sun pop-up shop in sunny Corsica. 

Thanks to the wonderful André of Maison 

Beretti and Chloé of CNC, one of the most 

beautiful isles in the world was offering 

Little Suns for holiday-makers and locals 

alike, located at Porto-Vecchio.



Blick Bassy performed his beautiful music all over 
the world, accompanied on stage by Little Suns. 

Photo: Blick Bassy

Art & Culture

At the height of summer in New York 

City, Little Sun launched its US tour 

at the giant trade show, NY Now. 

Simultaneously, at the New Museum 

in NYC, Little Sun Charge was also 

showcased as an example of a 

successful Kickstarter project.

August
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August



One of our most spectacular installations 
yet: Little Sun at the Sterckshof Castle in 
Antwerp with Beauty Overdose. 

Photo: Sofie Ramis for Beauty without Irony

Art & Culture

2016  |  A
 Year in Pictures
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August

More little learners got inspired 
by the power of the sun at the 

Solar School Program in Rwanda.

Photos: UNESCO

Education
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September

Art & Culture

September

Little Sun came to Seoul again in conjunction 
with Olafur’s exhibition at the LEEUM Museum.

Photo: Anna Engberg
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We ended the summer feeling 
charged-up at Lollapalooza and 
at IFA with our solar tree charging 
stations – a hit for all the phone-
addicted festival goers!

Photos: Little Sun
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September

Art & Culture

This month, we continued our efforts 

in Rwanda as we partnered with 

UNHCR to bring solar lights to elderly 

Rwandan refugees. And a special 

Rwandan guest came to visit us in 

Berlin: Miss Rwanda!
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#LightUpYourAfrica and the Karibujua project 
brought Little Suns to rural Kenyans (above)

Little Sun lamps are brought to elderly 
refugees thanks to UNDP.

Miss Rwanda visits us at Little Sun HQ.

Photo: Karibujua

Photo: UNHCR

Photo: Little Sun
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September

Business Humanitarian

Humanitarian
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Little Sun lamps were awarded to the winners of the 
Global Goals World Cup in New York and Copenhagen, 
promoting the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

GGWCUP is powered by Eir soccer and UNDP, in 
cooperation with, Social Good Summit, Save the Children 
Denmark and The Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Photos: Global Goals World Cup
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September

Environmental
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Afrobeats sensation, Mr Eazi, embarked 
on a mission to bring 10,000 Little Suns 

to Boko Haram ravaged Nigeria

(Top right) Youth and feminist 
organisation, Femina Hip, having  

fun with their Little Suns..

Photos: Mr Eazi and his team

Photos: Femina Hip

Felix pitched Little Sun at the Start-Up 

Showcase Finals at SXSW Eco in Texas 

this month as well as hosting a rather 

unique lunch about ‚Eating the Sun’. 

Meanwhile, community health workers 

in Tanzania were trained to use Little 

Sun Charge to help them ‚sun-power’ 

their crucial healthcare in off-grid 

areas and our lovely intern Sabine 

represented Little Sun at Tanzania’s 

National Youth Week along with youth 

and feminist organisation, Femina Hip.

32

October

Art & Culture

Art & Culture

Humanitarian

October



Nafi presented Little Sun to Mr. Dionne, the Prime Minister of Senegal, and 
Mr. Baldé, the Minister for the Environment and Sustainable Development.  

Photo: Little Sun Senegal
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October
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More fun with the sun at the VViva Con Agua-organized 
Widerkunst Festival, Holzmarkt: Berliners celebrated 
the  spin-off from famous Millerntor Gallery in Hamburg 
with Sunlight Graffiti.

Photos: Little Sun
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October

Art & Culture
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June

Education

November

More safe, sustainable light is brought to the classroom, this time to schoolgirls 
in Afar, Ethiopia, thanks to the PAGES project, Save the Children and DFID.

Photo: Save the Children Ethiopia
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More safe, sustainable light is brought to the classroom, this time to schoolgirls in 
Afar, Ethiopia, thanks to the PAGES project, Save the Children and DFID.

Photos: Save the Children Ethiopia and (top left) Seifu Assegid for SC 
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September

Education Humanitarian
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Little Sun shines a light on Climate Change 
at COP22: uniting decision-makers with a 
symbol of environmental hope. Thank you 
Artists4Climate for making it happen.

Far left: IPCC Chair Hoesung Lee and 
UNFCCC Executive Secretary Patricia 
Espinosa holding Little Sun for the opening 
of COP22 in Marrakesh.

Photo: IISDENB Kiara Worth

Photo: UNFCCC

Education

37

November

One of the highlights of Little Sun’s year 

was the moment at COP22 in Marrakesh 

when a room full of UN delegates and 

environmental policy-makers held Little 

Sun lamps for the world to see: COP21 

president Ségolène Royal distributed 

Little Sun lamps as a symbol of hope 

for taking climate action, allowing the 

financing of the first step of the Kids 

Solar Alliance in cooperation with 

Artists4Climate. Also on a world scale 

was AidEx2016 in Brussels – showcasing 

our humanitarian aid and disaster relief 

work to leading aid and development 

organisations.
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November

Mads Nørgaard

The thinking person’s fashion store in Copenhagen 

dedicated a ‘day of light’ on November 26 to launch 

Little Sun and warmly supported us with an online feature, 

saying: ‘Olafur Eliasson’s Little Sun is undoubtedly one of 

the most important artworks of our generation.’

Business

Photos: Little Sun



Being the month of gifts and giving, 

Little Sun partnered with South Africa’s 

Santa Shoebox Project to bring the 

gift of solar light to kids living off-grid in 

South Africa and Namibia. Ethiopia is 

also receiving a whole lot of solar light in 

December too: an exciting container of 

28,000 lamps is due to arrive thanks to 

our new importer Solar Development Plc.  

Happy holidays from all of us at 

Little Sun!
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Kids in Magaliesburg celebrating solar 
with Santa Shoebox and Little Sun.

Photo: Little Sun South Africa
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December



Artists4Climate and Little Sun launched 

the Kids Solar Alliance: empowering 

children to make a brighter future.  

The first solar education workshops  

took place in Clichy-Montfermeil,  

France and will soon be followed by  

one nearby Errachidia, Morocco – 

connecting kids worldwide!

Students in Paris participating in the 
solar education workshops

Photos: Martin Argyroglo

Education
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December
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Press

Another great year for Little Sun in the press and social media with worldwide 

coverage on our presence at COP22, a lot of noise over our launch of Little Sun 

Charge and reaching over 15,000 followers on Facebook. Little Sun Original 

and Olafur were the glamorous cover stars of Harper’s Bazaar, China - the most 

important fashion rag in the country. Some of our TV appearances included Arte, 

Deutsche Welle and a colourful feature by Japanese TV star Matsuko Deluxe. 

Thanks for being part of our growing story!

Press

 

 
May 25, 2016 by Mark Westall  

 

Artist Olafur Eliasson launches Little Sun Charge 

 

 

Following its successful Kickstarter campaign last September, Little Sun, the global 

solar project founded by artist Olafur Eliasson and engineer Frederik Ottesen, has 

launched its long-awaited solar phone charger, Little Sun Charge. 

Little Sun Charges sold in areas with electricity will make solar energy available in 

areas without electricity at locally affordable prices – strengthening communities 

from the inside. 

May 25, 201

Artist Olafur Eliasson launches Little Sun Charge
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Light emitted 

by the Sun takes 

about 8 minutes to 

reach Earth.

FAST FAC T

8 WE LOVE A BRIGHT IDEA

This pretty little solar LED lamp is sold 

not only at MoMA Design Store 

in New York but also in informal 

communities in South Africa and 

else where in Africa. Debuted at 

the World Economic Forum on 

Africa in May 2012, the Little 

Sun has had quite 

an impact thus far. 

Artist Olafur Eliasson 

and engineer Frederik 

Ottesen designed and 

developed the Little Sun 

to bring affordable light 

to some of the estimated 

1,1 billion people who 

live off-grid. The idea is to 

sell the Little Sun at the 

regular price in areas with 

electricity so it can be made 

available for less in off-grid areas.  

“We have sold 450 000 lamps worldwide, 

half of them in Sub-Saharan Africa,” says 

Designed by an artist and an engineer,  

the Little Sun Original solar lamp is illuminating 

lives around the world.

Little Sun founder Frederik Ottesen. 

“For each lamp bought in the global 

North at a premium price, one goes 

to an area with little or no 

access to electricity in the 

global South at the most 

affordable price possible. 

And buying a Little Sun 

is not a cost; it is a saving! 

During the past four 

years, our customers 

have saved about 

R133 million on 

energy expenses.“

Leave the lamp 

in direct sunlight for 

5 hours and you have about 

4 hours of bright light or 

more than 10 hours of 

soft light. 

•   R195 on takealot.com

•  littlesun.com

Following its successful Kickstarter campaign last September, Little Sun, the global 

solar project founded by artist Olafur Eliasson and engineer Frederik Ottesen, has 

Light emitted 

by the Sun takes 

minutes to 

reach Earth.
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Little Sun founder Frederik Ottesen. 

“For each lamp bought in the global 

North at a premium price, one goes 

to an area with little or no 

access to electricity in the 

global South at the most 

affordable price possible. 

Little Sun 

cost; it is a saving! 

During the past four 

years, our customers 

have saved about 

million on 

energy expenses.“

Leave the lamp 

in direct sunlight for 

hours and you have about 

hours of bright light or 

hours of 

R195 on takealot.com

Following its successful Kickstarter campaign last September, Little Sun, th

solar project founded by artist Olafur Eliasson and engineer Frederik Ottesen, has 

		

8 best solar chargers 
Power up your device away from the socket with an eco-friendly gadget  	
GILES BIDDER  Wednesday 13 April 2016  

 
 

Solar chargers mean you can keep your USB devices full of juice, without having to rely on a 
mains power supply, or a battery – while using a sustainable source of power. A new wave of 
chargers has come onto the market. Some are ultra-portable, pocket-sized options, while 
others are larger, more powerful set-ups that you can take on camping trips or anywhere 
where mains electricity is hard to come by. 
When you're looking for the right solar charger, consider what you’re charging with it. An 
iPhone can charge twice the speed as a Samsung Galaxy, for example, so owners of the latter 
would want to look at a charger with a higher, quicker Wh output. The most straightforward 
way to compare them is a ratio of power to smartphone battery life, or Wh output. Around 
10Wh is sufficient for a slower charge (for example, 12 watts takes one hour and 50 minutes 
to charge an iPhone 6), while 100-200Wh is a super-quick power-up.  

8

This pretty little solar LED

not only at MoMA Design Store 

in New York but also in informal 

communities in South Africa and 

elsewhere in Africa. Debuted at 

the World Economic Forum on 

Africa in May 2012, the Little 

Sun has had quite 

an impact thus far. 

Artist Olafur Eliasson 

and engineer Frederik 

Ottesen designed and 

developed the Little Sun 

to bring affordable light 

to some of the estimated 

1,1 billion people who 

live off-grid. The idea is to 

sell the Little Sun at the 

regular price in areas with 

electricity so it can be made 

available for less in off-grid areas.  

“We have sold 450

half of them in Sub-Saharan Africa,” says 

This pretty little solar LED

not only at MoMA Design Store 

in New York but also in informal 

communities in South Africa and 

else

 
Olafur Eliasson and the power of the sun  First Olafur Eliasson invented the Little Sun solar-powered lamp for parts of the 
world without electricity (and Glastonbury). Now the artist has come up with a solar-
powered phone charger 

 

Olafur Eliasson in his Berlin studio: ‘I wanted to see if I could test my creative muscle and make it useful in other 

situations.’ Photograph: Malte Jaeger/Observer 
Installation artist Olafur Eliasson was born in Copenhagen in 1967 to Icelandic parents. He is 
best known for creating a giant sun in Tate Modern’s Turbine Hall in 2003, viewed by more 
than 2 million people, and for making four dramatic waterfalls in New York harbour in 2008. 
In 2012, he launched Little Sun solar-powered lamps for areas of the globe with no electricity 
(though they have also proved popular at music festivals in the developed world). This month, 
he releases the Little Sun Charge, which uses solar energy to power mobile phones. How successful has the Little Sun lamp been? Right now, for every lamp we sell in on-grid areas of the world – where people have access to 

power, like the UK – we deliver two lamps at cost price in, for instance, rural Africa. And in 
May, we expect to cross the half-a-million-lamps line. That’s our next little target.  

Installation artist Olafur Eliasson was born in Copenhagen in 1967 to Icelandic parents. He is 
best known for creating a giant sun in Tate Modern’s Turbine Hall in 2003, viewed by more 
than 2 million people, and for making four dramatic waterfalls in New York harbour in 2008. 
In 2012, he launched Little Sun solar-powered lamps for areas of the globe with no electricity 
(though they have also proved popular at music festivals in the developed world). This month, 
he releases the Little Sun Charge, which uses solar energy to power mobile phones

than 2 million people, and for making four dramatic waterfalls in New York harbour in 2008. powered lamps for areas of the globe with no electricity 
(though they have also proved popular at music festivals in the developed world). This month, 
he releases the Little Sun Charge, which uses solar energy to power mobile phones
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Auch die WIRED-Redaktion freut sich schon auf den Sonmerurlaub. Doch bevor der Trip in 
den Süden losgehen kann, müssen die richtigen Gadgets her. Unsere Top 5 der wichtigsten 
Geräte für die Urlaubszeit. 
Wenn die Temperaturen steigen, zieht es die Menschen ans Meer. Doch ganz ohne Technik 
kommt man heute selbst dort nicht mehr aus – egal ob man Drohnen fliegen lassen, am Strand 
ein Buch lesen oder die perfekten Urlaubsfotos schießen möchte. Hier sind unsere fünf 
Gadget-Favoriten für den Urlaub. 
Little Sun Charge 
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Was wäre, wenn Kinder in Afrika Licht zum Lesen und 

Lernen hätten – und Strom? Das ermöglichen  

Felix Hallwachs und Frederik Ottesen mit dem Solar-

Start-up Little Sun. Ein sonniges Duo im Gespräch

ECHTE FREUNDE

Best Buddies: Durch das gemeinsame Abenteuer Little Sun lernten sich der studierte Architekt Felix 

Hallwachs und der Ingenieur und Solarvisionär Frederik Ottesen kennen und die Fähigkeiten des ande-

ren schätzen. „Wir sehen beide oft Möglichkeiten, wo andere sie übersehen würden“, sagt Hallwachs

Wie haben Sie beide sich eigentlich kennengelernt?

Felix: Wir haben uns über die Firma kennengelernt, 

also letztlich über die verrückte Vorstellung, dass wir 

gemeinsam von Sonnenenergie angetriebene Geräte 

auf der ganzen Welt verfügbar machen können. Und 

zwar zu erschwinglichen Preisen. Das alles mit einer 

motivierenden, positiven Botschaft. Frederik  kannte 

Olafur Eliasson, unseren dritten Co-Gründer, mit 

dem wiederum ich bereits zusammenarbeitete. Ende 

2010 steckten wir erstmals zu dritt die Köpfe zusam-

men und begannen diese Reise namens Little Sun.

Frederik: In Olafurs Berliner Studio könnte das gewe-

sen sei. Oder in Kopenhagen?

Felix: Davor haben wir uns auch schon mal gesehen, 

bei deinem Vortrag auf der DLD-Konferenz, in dem 

du über Solarflugzeuge gesprochen hast. Jedenfalls 

beschlossen wir, unsere Kräfte zu bündeln. Zunächst 

nur als eine Spielerei für Freitagnachmittage. 2012 

haben wir dann entschieden, dass unserer Idee nur 

Flügel wachsen, wenn wir ihr unsere ganze Aufmerk-

samkeit und Tatkraft widmen. Das tun wir seither, 

mit einer großen Anzahl von Unterstützern, Part-

nern und Freunden. Dieses Netzwerk ist überlebens-

wichtig und auch der Kern von Little Sun: Uns treibt 

mehr an als nur die konkreten Produkte, also die 

Solarlampen und Ladestationen. Wir glauben, dass 

wir alle unter der gleichen Sonne leben und allein 

so miteinander verbunden sind. Was mich an Frede-

rik begeistert, ist seine starke Vision, die manchmal 

wunderbar irrationale Formen annimmt. Zugleich 

aber ist er ist der nüchterne Ingenieur.
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Was wäre, wenn Kinder in Afrika Licht zum Lesen und 

Lernen hätten – und Strom? Das ermöglichen 

ECHTE FREUNDE

Sonnenschein für alle: Mit so einer  erschwinglichen 

und robusten LED-Solarlampe (Design: Olafur 

Eliasson) verändert Little Sun schon jetzt das Leben 

Tausender Kinder und Familien in Afrika
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Our sunny team Little Sun is growing bigger! Welcome to the many members 

of our team who joined in 2016. Thank you to everyone, near 

and far, who have done such a great job this year, furthering 

Little Sun’s solar mission to bring energy access to all. Special 

thanks to all interns, Charge packing helpers and everyone 

else who supported the team throughout the year in Berlin!
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Our sunny team



Around the world As a parting gift for making it through 

our whole Year in Pictures, here’s some of 

those that were too good not to include 

but didn’t fit anywhere else!
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Around the world



Keep shining and see you 
on the other side in 2017!
We are all #ConnectedByTheSun

www.littlesun.com/ilovelittlesun @LittleSun littlesunenergywww.littlesun.com


